Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye

Chapters 10 - 12

1. How long have the mice been at sea?
   a. 32 days  
   b. 54 days  
   c. 22 days  
   d. 45 days

2. What scary discovery did Geronimo make after waking up Trap?
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

3. How did disaster strike the Lucky Lady?
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

4. What saved the mice when they were floating at sea?
   a. Trap’s sailing book  
   b. Geronimo’s trunk  
   c. Thea’s map  
   d. a pelican

5. Why did Trap tear up Geronimo’s pajamas?
   ____________________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________
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1. How long have the mice been at sea?
   a. 32 days
   b. 54 days
   c. 22 days
   d. 45 days

2. What scary discovery did Geronimo make after waking up Trap?
   After waking up Trap Geronimo saw that he was seasick, and in bed. Then Geronimo stumbled upon a book that teaches someone how to sail. The scary reality set in that Trap had never been a captain of a ship, he was a cook.

3. How did disaster strike the Lucky Lady?
   Disaster struck the Lucky Lady when a gust of wind tore down the mast and the boat turned on its side and started to take on water. The ship was sinking.

4. What saved the mice when they were floating at sea?
   a. Trap's sailing book
   b. Geronimo's trunk
   c. Thea's map
   d. a pelican

5. Why did Trap tear up Geronimo's pajamas?
   Trap tore up Geronimo's pajamas to make a sail to attach to the trunk in hopes of sailing them to land.
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